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I. Basics of the Reporting Requirements

Applicable Large Employers (ALE) must file an information return with the 

IRS, and furnish (provide) a statement to each of its ACA full-time 

employees (FTEs) about the coverage it offered, if any. 

» Primary purpose is to enforce the Employer Mandate (Section 4980H) 

» Furnished to FTEs on Form 1095-C

» Forms 1095-C are filed with IRS, along with transmittal Form 1094-C. 

An employer is an ALE for the calendar year (for example, 2018), if the 

organization (and other entities that must be combined together with the 

organization) employed an average of at least 50 full-time equivalents 

during the preceding calendar year (for example, 2017). 
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Form 1094-C
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Form 1095-C
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I. Basics of the Reporting Requirements

» Deadlines 

˗ Furnishing to ACA FTEs

• January 31st 

˗ Filing with IRS

• February 28th  (paper) 

• March 31st (electronic) 

» Reporting Penalties 

˗ Apply for inaccurate, incomplete, or late

˗ Some relief if reasonable cause
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II. Basics of the Employer Mandate 

» General rule: ALEs must offer minimum essential coverage that is 

affordable and provides minimum value to at least 95% of their ACA full-

time employees and dependents, or be subject to a penalty. 
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II. Basics of Employer Mandate

AFFORDABILITY

Coverage is considered affordable for an employee if the employee 

required contribution is no more than 9.5 percent (as adjusted) of that 

employee’s household income. 

Because employers do not know their employees’ household incomes, 

there are three affordability safe harbors employers can take advantage of 

that are based on information the employer does have available, such as 

the employee’s Form W-2 wages or the employee’s rate of pay.

MINIMUM VALUE  

A plan provides minimum value if it covers at least 60 percent of the total 

allowed cost of benefits that are expected to be incurred under the plan 

and provides substantial coverage of inpatient hospitalization services and 

physician services.
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III. IRS Enforcement 

» Employer Mandate is the law  (Tax bill impacted only the Individual 

Mandate) 

» IRS sent out 10,000 letters to ALE proposing an assessment for the 

Employer Mandate

» Focused on year 2015 

» Focused on employers who acknowledge they do not offer coverage to 

their full time employees, i.e., those that owe the “A PENALTY”

» Highest amount seen $8 million

» IRS willing to reduce amounts if corrections are made 

» IRS personnel overwhelmed with responses and sometimes lack 

expertise 
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Emerging Issues

» Will Congress act? 

» What level of IRS enforcement? 

» What will IRS be looking for? 

» Due process violations? 

Takeaways 

» Know your compliance status

» Ensure that reporting is accurate 

» Keep records – Statute of Limitation 

» Do not ignore IRS letters 
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IV. Emerging Issues and Takeaways 



TRIBAL SPONSORSHIP 

» Tribal Sponsorship is: 

˗ Tribally-Sponsored program to purchase health insurance coverage for their 

tribal members through a Health Insurance Marketplace

» Tribal Sponsorship is not:

˗ Reimbursement by an employer for its employees plan 

˗ Pre or post tax – still not ok 

˗ Longstanding Section 4980D penalty 

• Generally $100 dollars per day per person

On an unrelated note: No Section 457 plans for tribes
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